
Topics Weeks Key Objectives Content Details Assignment

Analysis of task
1

I can write out a relevant analysis with justified conclusions 
for my investigation, suggest relevant and improvements and 
apply these results when cooking my dishes.

Analysis of the success criteria. Highlight keywords: to do in own words so 
that they understand the task(annoatation will be modelled) Research on different kinds of 

pathogens

Make scones

1

I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show 
understanding of how the research has been used to inform my 
practical investigation.

Students will start by making scones so that they can identify the weight, 
method and the characteristics of a 'control variable' They will fill in sheets 
on how to complete the investigation by making notes (this will be used as 
part of their coursework)

Exam questions on meat

Whole task analysis

2

I can communicate fairly well whilst writing a logical and 
accurate plan for the making of my final dishes showing some 
dovetailing, justification and reference to food safety 
principles by applying good use of accurate language and  
showing a  good grasp of grammar, punctuation and spellings.

Highligh keywords and make a mind mapor brains torm - use success 
criteria and 
Discuss with the task and how you will move forward. Model this work sheet on meat

summary research and start 
research

2

I can communicate fairly well whilst writing a logical and 
accurate plan for the making of my final dishes showing some 
dovetailing, justification and reference to food safety 
principles by applying good use of accurate language and  
showing a  good grasp of grammar, punctuation and spellings.

What research will you do and how - use books/watch videos/GCSE 
BOOKS/Primary-secondary reasearch 

Resarch methods

3

I can carry out and record practical investigations/experiments 
that show knowledge and understanding of how ingredients 
work with a clear link to the aims established at the research 
stage and used this to inform further experimentation. Complete all research methods

Test next lesson - give out words

Research and complete all 
gaps

3

I can recall, select, communicate and apply good sound 
knowledge and understanding of food nutrition and health, 
food science, food safety, food commodities, food choice and 
food provenance.

Use a variety of Research methods to collate information on raising agents - 
discuss and analyse Research the different food 

preservation methods

Hypothesis

4

I can carry out and record practical investigations/experiments 
that show knowledge and understanding of how ingredients 
work with a clear link to the aims established at the research 
stage and used this to inform further experimentation.

Complete all research methods. Hypothesis- predict outcome
Research food commodtieand the 
value within our diet

Plan of Action

4

I can communicate fairly well whilst writing a logical and 
accurate plan for the making of my final dishes showing some 
dovetailing, justification and reference to food safety 
principles by applying good use of accurate language and  
showing a  good grasp of grammar, punctuation and spellings.

Plan of action and detailed plan of action: Use digital book : Model 
this 

Exam questions on food wastage

C.A. NEA1 investigation

5

I can recall, select, communicate and apply good sound 
knowledge and understanding of food nutrition and health, 
food science, food safety, food commodities, food choice and 
food provenance.

Complete investigationin two groups: students will follow their plans they made 
whilst making the scones and write down all they have identifed, weigh 
ingredients before and after, measure height before and after. To do 3 sessions

Research the culinary terms and 
what they mean - use drawings

C.A. NEA1 investigation

5

I can carry out and record practical investigations/experiments 
that show knowledge and understanding of how ingredients 
work with a clear link to the aims established at the research 
stage and used this to inform further experimentation.

GROUP A TO START WRITE UP AND GROUP B TO DO INVESTIGATION.  
GROUP B TO START WRITE UP AND GROUP A TO DO INVESTIGATION

Write – up
 Investigation

6

I can carry out and record practical investigations/experiments 
that show knowledge and understanding of how ingredients 
work with a clear link to the aims established at the research 
stage and used this to inform further experimentation.

Download ALL pictures first and annoate own picture and EAL follow guidance 
sheet. Students will copy and make own grids - from worksheet they used in the 
investigation x3.  Pictures must be cut separtely and built into the grids. Culinary terms

6
I can write out a relevant analysis with justified conclusions 
for my investigation, suggest relevant and improvements and 
apply these results when cooking my dishes.

Copying the work sheet should not take long. Model the pie charts and star 
profiles use as analysis and discussion on findings and refer back to task. 
Discuss the predication why it was wrong or right - back up with research

Culinary terms



EVALAUTION 

7

I can carry out and record practical investigations/experiments 
that show knowledge and understanding of how ingredients 
work with a clear link to the aims established at the research 
stage and used this to inform further experimentation.

Conclusion
Pie charts/bar charts / Comments – 2 people ALL Results 

Future experiments

Complete all gaps 7 I have a good understanding of the ingredients, eat well guide 
and the processes and I am to able to correct working errors.

Complete all gaps and print off

Last minute changes 8 I have a good understanding of the ingredients, eat well guide 
and the processes and I am to able to correct working errors.

Complete all gaps and print off

 NEA2  – 1ST NOV   Food and Preparartion - 30 hours including Practial Assessment exam
Analysis of task

8 I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show understanding 
of how the research has been used to inform my practical 
investigation.

Reemeber: Write introduction and write breif: Analysis of the task:  Hight 
light keywords and annotate on page 2

Read page 244 - 248: Take notes 
or do drawing on what you have 
learnt AND know the different 
types of milk

Brain storm of whole task
9

I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show 
understanding of how the research has been used to inform my 
practical investigation.

Model brainstorming and how keywords will be used.Stduents will high light 
keywords areas and key words. 

Plan of Action

9

I can communicate fairly well whilst writing a logical and accurate 
plan for the making of my final dishes showing some dovetailing, 
justification and reference to food safety principles by applying good 
use of accurate language and  showing a  good grasp of grammar, 
punctuation and spellings.

Complete all gaps. Create plan of action on research and how it will be done. 
Show examples

Valentines day research
10

I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show understanding 
of how the research has been used to inform my practical 
investigation.

Students will start by researching theb Background on Valentines day. Look into 
its history and how it came about, the difference in now and then

Moodboard
10

I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show understanding 
of how the research has been used to inform my practical 
investigation.

Create a moodboard of high technical skil, dishes and ideas. Annoate the pictures - 
add an introduction and conclusion Research how to make cheese and 

the different types there are

Hotels
11

I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show 
understanding of how the research has been used to inform my 
practical investigation.

 Look on hotel websites: Research hotels who have done Valentines day event. 
Analyse the layouts - how you would organise the event

Celebraty needs
11

I can recall, select, communicate and apply good sound knowledge 
and understanding of food nutrition and health, food science, food 
safety, food commodities, food choice and food provenance.

Use books and watch videos on Diets and Special needs. rResearch how to plan 
your event taking in 'celebratory needs'

questionaire
12

I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show understanding 
of how the research has been used to inform my practical 
investigation.

Create a questionaire and give it to 10 people over the age of 16 + Research what 
sort of age group attend hotel events for valentines day. 

Analysis of task
12

I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show understanding 
of how the research has been used to inform my practical 
investigation.

Analyse the  questionaire and put into appendix - students needs to discuss 
how this has helped them make choices

Research the main nutrients and its 
functions

Discuss strenghs
13

I can write out a relevant analysis with justified conclusions for my 
investigation, suggest relevant and improvements and apply these 
results when cooking my dishes.

15 minutes identifying: Becuase of the lack of time students will take only 
discuss stenghs and weaknesses. They will cut and paste format to 
complete - depending on time

Exam question on fats

Summary of findings
13

I can write out a relevant analysis with justified conclusions 
for my investigation, suggest relevant and improvements and 
apply these results when cooking my dishes.

Summary and finding of research and what they will do with tit. Write in 
using bulliet points

TRIALS and evalautions 
over 2 weeks

14
I can carry out  a range of relevant research and show 
understanding of how the research has been used to inform my 
practical investigation.

Students trials may go over into break as two hours are needed. Students 
will make these dishes independently. Learn from trial and error - take 
notes

Exam question on vitamins and 
minerals

TRIALS and evalautions over 
2 weeks 14

I can execute a wide range technical skills/processes with 
accuracy while using a range of equipment with control and 
safely and apply the food safety principles comprehensively.

Students trials may go over into break as two hours are needed. Students 
will make these dishes independently. Learn from trial and error - take 
notes

Trial evalautions
15

I can recall, select, communicate and apply good sound knowledge 
and understanding of food nutrition and health, food science, food 
safety, food commodities, food choice and food provenance.

Analyse your findings - Use the digital book which show an example of 
how to evaluate your dish. Model this first

Justifications and resaons 
for choice

15
I can write out a relevant analysis with justified conclusions 
for my investigation, suggest relevant and improvements and 
apply these results when cooking my dishes.

justification and reasons for choice - they will need to make their final 
decision 



Planning X2 LESSONS

16

I can communicate fairly well whilst writing a logical and accurate 
plan for the making of my final dishes showing some dovetailing, 
justification and reference to food safety principles by applying good 
use of accurate language and  showing a  good grasp of grammar, 
punctuation and spellings.

checklist for making dishes - health and safety and complete timeplan: give 
examples and model to the EAL 

pLANNING 16 I have a good understanding of the ingredients, eat well guide and 
the processes and I am to able to correct working errors.

Example on DPR. checklist for making dishes - health and safety and complete 
timeplan: give examples and model to the EAL 

C.A EXAMS - over 2 weeks - 
GROUPS: A - able 17

I can execute a wide range technical skills/processes with accuracy 
while using a range of equipment with control and safely and apply 
the food safety principles comprehensively.

Able students to complete exam first which will unable other students more time to 
complete shoppinglist/timeplan etc

GROUPS: B

17

I can communicate fairly well whilst writing a logical and accurate 
plan for the making of my final dishes showing some dovetailing, 
justification and reference to food safety principles by applying good 
use of accurate language and  showing a  good grasp of grammar, 
punctuation and spellings.

Students need to be working on completing and printing timeplan for next week. 
Make sure menu is ready

C.A EXAMS - over 2 weeks - 
GROUPS: B 18

I can execute a wide range technical skills/processes with accuracy 
while using a range of equipment with control and safely and apply 
the food safety principles comprehensively.

Group B will be completeting their exam. Exam will go over into the next - so next 
lesson needs to be notified

GROUPS: A 18 My final dishes are accurately finished to a very good standard with 
a good level of planning and organisation.

Download pictures into same folder and forma - Evalaution of whole task - 
discusion of what you did with picture

Discuss planning

19

I can communicate fairly well whilst writing a logical and accurate 
plan for the making of my final dishes showing some dovetailing, 
justification and reference to food safety principles by applying good 
use of accurate language and  showing a  good grasp of grammar, 
punctuation and spellings.

Download pictures into same folder and forma - Evalaution of whole task - 
discusion of what you did with picture. Able students to help less able

Triangle testing AND 
ANALYSIS

19

I can carry out and record practical investigations/experiments that 
show knowledge and understanding of how ingredients work with a 
clear link to the aims established at the research stage and used this 
to inform further experimentation.

Discuss portion size, taste, texture, aroma. Use star profiles, bar graths to explain 
analysis

Analysis using data
20

I can write out a relevant analysis with justified conclusions for my 
investigation, suggest relevant and improvements and apply these 
results when cooking my dishes.

Discuss portion size, taste, texture, aroma. Use star profiles, bar graths to explain 
analysis

Costing and Nutritional value 
AND Analysis using data 20 I have a good understanding of the ingredients, eat well guide and 

the processes and I am to able to correct working errors.
feedback from others. ideas that you got from watch video/friend/mum/book. what 
went well/bad. how could you improve. 

Costing and Nutritional 
value

21 I can work out the costing of my final dishes, discuss some 
nutritional value and special diets with some analysis

Work out costing using given format and excel sheet on DPR - Workout the 
nutritional value and discuss the eatwell guide with this.

Last minute changes
22 I have a good understanding of the ingredients, eat well guide and 

the processes and I am to able to correct working errors.
Read through and check grammar. Make any last minute changes or add anything 
of relevance


